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S A U C E  L A B S  T R A I N I N G
B E C O M E  A  T E S T I N G  C H A M P I O N !

Whether you’re just getting started, or already deep into automated testing, Sauce Labs courses teach 

you everything you need to master web testing with Selenium, and mobile testing with Appium. 

In addition to providing you the nuts and bolts of automated testing, our courses also cover 

best practices and useful how-to tips, so you can start testing right away, and then develop 

better tests in a lot less time.

LEARN THE BASICS AND BEYOND

Make the most of Sauce Labs by learning how to set up test result reporting and leverage 

testing frameworks to run multiple tests in parallel.

Our instructor-led classes are focused on getting you up to speed quickly.

• Our classes are small and interactive.

• We provide a combination of lecture, demos, and hands-on exercises.

• Our classes are available both onsite and live online.

 - Choose the format that works best for you.

AVAILABLE COURSES

Fundamentals Courses

The Sauce Labs 101 Series introduces you to the fundamentals of Selenium, Appium and Sauce Labs.

Selenium 101

Selenium 101 introduces you to the Selenium automation API for testing websites on desktop browsers. 

• Learn the basics of writing Selenium scripts in the language of your choice, including 

locating elements, interacting with them, and using assertions.

• Run your first test locally, and then on Sauce, and learn how to set up your tests to report 

results to Sauce Labs.

• Use a testing framework for running multiple tests in parallel to greatly reduce testing time.
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• Leverage best practices for test design, and tips for getting the most out of your Selenium 

testing experience.

Appium 101

Appium 101 introduces you to the Appium automation API for testing websites on desktop and 

mobile browsers, and for testing native and hybrid mobile apps on emulators, simulators, and 

real devices.

• Set up an Appium environment, deploy an iOS or Android application, and then use  

Appium to inspect and interact with the app.

• Write your first Appium script and run it locally and on Sauce Labs.

• Use basic testing frameworks with your Appium tests to run tests in parallel to greatly 

reduce testing time.

Sauce Labs 101

Sauce 101 introduces you to automating your tests using Selenium in the cloud.

• Run automated website or mobile native application tests with Sauce Labs.

• Run your tests and set up test result reporting to your Sauce Labs dashboard.

• Use a testing framework for running multiple tests in parallel to greatly reduce testing time.

• Leverage best practices for test design, and tips for getting the most out of your  

Sauce Labs testing experience.

Advanced Courses

Stay tuned for the Sauce Labs 201 Series, coming in Fall 2016, where you move to the next level 

of automated testing, and advanced techniques for using testing frameworks to run tests in 

parallel, and leverage the Sauce OnDemand Jenkins plugin to incorporate testing frameworks 

into a continuous integration environment.

• Selenium 201: Use Advanced Selenium techniques for using testing frameworks to run 

tests in parallel to greatly reduce testing time.

• Appium 201: Accelerate your development process using advanced Appium locators,  

and the Sauce OnDemand Jenkins plugin.

• Sauce Labs 201: Use the Sauce Labs REST API to configure and annotate your tests, 

leverage Sauce Connect, our secure tunneling application, to run tests on websites  

and applications that are hosted on your local machine or behind a firewall.

 For more information, contact sales@saucelabs.com
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